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Abstract

Recent advances in software and architectural support for server virtualization have created in-
terest in using this technology in the design of consolidated hosting platforms. Since virtualization
enables easier and faster application migration as well as secure co-location of antagonistic appli-
cations, higher degrees of server consolidation are likelyto result in suchvirtualization-based host-
ing platforms (VHPs). We identify two shortcomings in existing virtual machine monitors (VMMs)
that prove to be obstacles in operating hosting platforms, such as Internet data centers, under
conditions of such high consolidation: (i) CPU schedulers that are agnostic to the communication
behavior of modern, multi-tier applications and (ii) inadequate or inaccurate mechanisms for ac-
counting the CPU overheads of I/O virtualization. We developa new communication-aware CPU
scheduling algorithm and a CPU usage accounting mechanism. We implement our algorithms in
the Xen VMM and build a prototype VHP on a cluster of 36 servers. Our experimental evaluation
with realistic Internet server applications and benchmarksdemonstrates the performance/cost ben-
efits and the wide applicability of our algorithms. For example, the TPC-W benchmark exhibited
improvements in average response times between 20%-35% for avariety of consolidation scenar-
ios. A streaming media server hosted on our prototype VHP was able to satisfactorily service up
to 3.5 times as many clients as one running on the default Xen.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The recently resurgent research in server virtualization has fuelled interest in using this technology
to design consolidated hosting platforms. In this emerginghosting model, each physical server
in the cluster runs a software layer called the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) that virtualizes
the resources of the server and supports the execution of multiple Virtual Machines (VMs). Each
VM runs a separate operating system within it and the VMM provides safety and isolation to the
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Figure 1 : Performance degradation of a communication-intensive application placed on a consoli-
dated server despite allocating sufficient resources.

overlying operating systems. The development of highly efficient VMMs [56, 6, 53] as well as
the evolution of architectural support for them [24] is helping reduce the overheads associated
with virtualization. As a result, these overheads may be faroutweighed by the benefits offered by
VMMs such as the ease of application migration and secure co-location of untrusting services [42,
32, 17, 41].

Cluster-based hosting platforms have received extensive attention in several research commu-
nities such as those dealing with operating systems [5, 13, 52, 34, 43], parallel/distributed com-
puting [4, 46, 36, 47, 60], and scheduling theory [1]. With the burgeoning of various kinds of
Internet server applications that cater to domains such as e-commerce, education, and entertain-
ment, recent research efforts have focused on the design of Internet data centers that host and
manage them in return for revenue. These applications are typically communication and disk-I/O
intensive, adhere to highly modular software architectures with multiple communicatingtiers 1,
and require resource guarantees from the hosting platform to provide satisfactory performance to
clients who access them over the Internet. The use of virtualization for cost reduction and easier
management is being actively explored in such Internet datacenters as well as in those used inter-
nally by organizations to consolidate the IT infrastructure of their various departments. The design
of such Virtualization-based Hosting Platforms (VHPs) to host modern applications raises some
novel design considerations. This paper presents the design and evaluation of systems mechanisms
to address two such issues.

The need for communication-aware CPU scheduling: Server virtualization opens up the possibil-
ity of achievinghigher server consolidationandmore agile dynamic resource provisioningthan
is possible in traditional platforms. Server virtualization enables untrusting applications (as well
as applications written for heterogeneous operating systems) to be securely co-located. Further-
more, it facilitates faster migration of application components across physical servers and enables
rapid addition or removal of servers to/from the pool assigned to a hosted application [51, 32, 42].
Ensuring that the applications experience satisfactory performance even under such consolidation

1Note that the termtier is generally used to collectively denote multiple functionally identical components of an
application. For example, the Web tier in an e-commerce application may consist of multiple replicated Web servers.
We do not make such a distinction in this work and our techniques apply equally well to applications with multi-
component tiers.
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requires the hosting platform to perform (i)resource requirement estimationfor the hosted appli-
cations, done either by application profiling [44, 2, 52] or using analytical models [40, 18, 8, 49]
and (ii) application placementthat involves ensuring that the requirements of co-locatedapplica-
tion tiers do not exceed the capacity of the server used to host them, usually based on a simple
aggregation of resource requirements (deterministic or statistical) [13, 14, 52, 43, 50]. While these
approaches have been shown to work satisfactorily under lowor moderate server utilization, they
may not suffice in conditions of high resource utilization that will accompany the high degrees of
consolidation likely in VHPs. Specifically, over and beyondensuring that we provide each appli-
cation tier with its CPU needs, an equally important consideration is “when” this CPU capacity is
provided to it.

To illustrate this, we depict the performance experienced by a TPC-W benchmark consisting
of two tiers - a JBoss tier that implements the application logic and interacts with the clients and
a Mysql-based database tier that stores information about items for sale and client information -
under conditions of high consolidation. Figure 1(a) presents the CPU usage of the two tiers when
the application was run with each tier on a separate dedicated physical server running the Xen
VMM [6]. We then ran this application with all its tiers consolidated on a single server running
Xen along with5 CPU-intensive applications, while ensuring that the two tiers received the same
resource allocations. We used a reservation-based scheduler in Xen to achieve the same CPU
allocation as in Figure 1(a) - Figure 1(c) confirms this. Samememory was ensured by statically
providing each tier of TPC-W the same virtual RAM size. Finally, the network and disk bandwidths
received were the same in both cases, since the5 new applications did not perform any I/O activity.
Figure 1(b) compares the performance experienced by the clients of this application under the
two scenarios. We find a significant degradation in the response time of TPC-W.Why did the
performance degrade despite providing the same resource allocations?The reason for this is that
for applications with communicating components, providing enough CPU alone is not enough -
an equally important consideration is to provide CPU at theright time. Due to the presence of
the5 CPU-intensive applications on the consolidated server, theTPC-W tiers spend large amounts
of time waiting for a chance to communicate, resulting in degraded response times. Since these
delays depend on the order in which the CPU scheduler chooses competing co-located application
tiers, we call such delays asscheduling-induced delays.

Problem 1:Can a server in a VHP schedule hosted VMs in a communication-aware manner
to enable satisfactory application performance even underconditions of high consolidation, while
still adhering to the high-level resource provisioning goals in a fair manner?

The need for accurate accounting of the overheads of virtual ization: The introduction of the VMM
layer substantially changes the problems of resource usagebook-keeping and accounting, particu-
larly for the CPU. In a VHP, the fundamental unit of resource allocation and accounting changes
from an application or a process to a VM. Additionally, the VMM is responsible for virtualizing
I/O devices, which manifests itself in the form of CPU overheads. In hosting platforms where
applications are paying for the resources, it is important to accurately assign these overheads of
virtualization to the VMs they originate from. This paymentmay be explicit, as in Internet data
centers, or implicit, as in an enterprise data center hosting applications serving multiple “equally
important” departments internal to an organization. Internet data centers, for example, host disk-
intensive database servers or network-intensive streaming servers. Hosting such applications can
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result in high CPU overheads for I/O virtualization. In the absence of accurate mechanisms for
accounting these CPU overheads to the applications they originate from, unfair CPU allocations
are likely to result, an undesirable situation in the hosting platforms that we are interested in.

Problem 2:Can a server in a VHP account for the overheads of virtualization and incorporate
them into its CPU scheduling to provide fair resource allocations?

1.1 Research contributions

Our research contribution is threefold. First, we develop aCPU scheduling algorithm for a VMM
that incorporates the I/O behavior of the overlying VMs intoits decision-making. The key idea
behind our algorithm is to introduce short-term unfairnessin CPU allocations by preferentially
scheduling communication-oriented applications over their CPU-intensive counterparts. Our algo-
rithm works solely based on communication events local to the server. Furthermore, it maintains
an administrator-specified upper bound on the time-granularity over which deviations from fair
CPU allocations are allowed.

Second, we develop an algorithm that accurately and efficiently accounts the CPU overheads
resulting from server virtualization and attributes theseto the VMs they originate from. We then
incorporate these measurements into our CPU scheduling algorithm, enabling it to provide more
meaningful CPU guarantees to hosted applications. Our accounting technique also relieves the
administrators of a VHP of having to anticipate and explicitly provision CPU capacity for the I/O
virtualization to be performed by the VMM. This is an improvement because it eliminates the non-
determinism in CPU allocations that results from the ad-hoc ways in which this “knob” is set in
existing systems.

Finally, we identify efficient ways of implementing these algorithms in the state-of-the-art Xen
VMM. We use the Xen VMM, enhanced with our algorithms, to build a prototype VHP of 36
physical servers. We explore the pros and cons of our implementation by experimenting with re-
alistic and representative Internet sever applications/benchmarks. Our evaluation demonstrates the
benefits of our approach in improving the management of highly consolidated hosting platforms.
For example, the TPC-W benchmark exhibited improvements in average response times in the
range 20%-35% for a variety of consolidation scenarios. A streaming media server hosted on our
prototype VHP was able to satisfactorily service up to3.5 times as many clients as one running on
the default Xen.

1.2 Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present background material on virtualization-
based hosting platforms in Section 2. We discuss the design and implementation of our communication-
aware CPU scheduling and accurate accounting of the CPU usage of virtually hosted applications
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. We describe our experimental setup and evaluation in Section 5.
We present related work in Section 6. Finally, we present concluding remarks in Section 7.

2 Background and System Overview

In this section, we provide an overview of our virtualized hosting model.
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2.1 The Xen VMM

Virtualization refers to the creation of a virtual (rather than actual) version of a resource/entity,
such as an operating system, a server, a storage device or network resources, etc. In our research,
we use this term to denote thevirtualization of a server at the operating system level. This is
achieved by a software layer called the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) that runs directly on
a server. A VMM virtualizes the resources of a physical server and supports the execution of
multiple virtual machines (VMs) [20, 6, 45, 56]. Each VM runsa separate operating system within
it and the VMM provides safety and isolation to the overlyingoperating systems. The VMM
manages the sharing of CPU, memory, and I/O devices among the VMs. Each VM is provided
a set of virtual I/O devices for which its operating system implements drivers. VMMs have been
a topic of extensive research for over four decades due to their numerous uses including secure
co-location of operating systems or applications, facilitating migration, enabling the existence of
legacy applications on newer platforms, etc [20, 21, 42, 7, 45, 6, 17, 32, 38]. These benefits come
at a price, however. Any virtualization technique has associated CPU overheads such as those due
to I/O virtualization.

We use the Xen VMM in our research [6] and conduct the remaining discussion in its context.
Figure 2 shows two VMMs supporting three VMs (calledDomainsin Xen) each. One of the VMs
is “privileged”, similar to that present in the Xen VMM. The privileged VM (calledDomain0)
implements the real device drivers and does the translationbetween virtual and real I/O activity.
The CPU activity involved in this translation forms part of the overhead presented by virtualization.

I/O virtualization in Xen: Our description is specific to network virtualization in Xen. Disk I/O
virtualization is realized in a similar manner. Each guest domain implements a driver for its virtual
NIC that is called itsnetfront driver. Domain0 implements anetbackdriver which acts as an
intermediary between netfront drivers and the device driver for the physical NIC. The device driver,
also part ofDomain0, can access the physical NIC but interrupts from the NIC are first handled
by the hypervisor which in turn sends virtual interrupts viaevent-channelsto Domain0. Event-
channels are an asynchronous notification mechanism used for communication between domains.
While these event-channels are strictly for notification, Xen uses a shared-page mechanism called
network-I/O-rings(one each for reception and transmission per domain) for inter-domain message
passing. To enable fast I/O, Xen employs a zero-copy, page-flipping mechanism to exchange pages
of data between the guests’ netfront drivers andDomain0’s netback driver.

Now we describe the key steps in network transmission and reception in the context of Xen.
When a network packet arrives at the physical NIC for any domain, an interrupt is delivered to
the hypervisor which in turn notifiesDomain0of packet arrival as described above. Subsequently,
whenDomain0is scheduled, netback checks the destination of the packetsthat have arrived.Do-
main0notifies the recipient guest domains and updates the reception-I/O-rings to copy the packets
into their address spaces. When the target guest domain is scheduled next, it sees packets that have
arrived for it and processes them as any standard OS would do.Similarly, when packets are sent by
a guest domain, it notifiesDomain0of the packets to be transmitted, again via its event-channel.
Upon its next scheduling,Domain0delivers the packets to the NIC. Figure 3 presents these steps
in detail.
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2.2 A virtualized hosting platform

Our hosting model assumes a large cluster of high-end servers (say with dual processors and a
few GB of memory) interconnected by a high bandwidth networkfor communication. In addition,
many of these servers are also connected to a consolidated high capacity storage device/utility
through a Storage Area Network which facilitates data sharing and migration of applications be-
tween servers without explicit movement of data. These servers are connected via some gateway
to the Internet to service end-user requests from clients ofthe application service providers.

Each server in our VHP runs a Xen hypervisor on top of the native hardware. Each application
tier and its associated OS run within a Xen guest domain. Our enhanced hypervisor implements:
(i) a modified CPU scheduler to achieve communication-aware scheduling of domains, and (ii)
mechanisms that measure and maintain relevant resource usage statistics pertaining to the overlying
domains, that are used by our scheduler. Figure 2 provides anillustrative example.
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3 Communication-aware Scheduling in a VHP

We assume that the VMM provides a CPU scheduler that allows applications to specify guarantees
on the CPU allocations that they desire for their tiers from the platform. Several such schedulers
exist, most notably proportional-share schedulers and reservation-based schedulers [19, 55, 12, 26,
30, 37]. The problem of determining the CPU allocations appropriate for the performance needs of
an application is orthogonal to this research. We point the reader to extensive existing work in this
area [52, 43]. The Xen hypervisor implements an algorithm called Simple Earliest-Deadline-First
(SEDF) that allows domains to specify lower bounds on the CPU reservations that they desire2.
Specifically, each domain specifies a pair (slice, period) asking forslice units of the CPU every
periodtime units. The hypervisor ensures that the specified reservation can be provided to a newly
created domain (or a domain that desires to change its CPU reservation). We assume that a domain
is not admitted if its reservation cannot be satisfied. The residual CPU capacity is shared among
the contending domains (includingDomain0) in a round-robin fashion.

We now develop a CPU scheduling algorithm that incorporates the communication activities of
the hosted domains into its decision-making. We build our algorithmon top ofSEDF in the sense of
retaining SEDF’s basic feature of guaranteeing the specified slice to a domain over everyperiod.
Our algorithm attempts to preferentially schedule communication-sensitive domains over others
while ensuring that the resulting unfairness in CPU allocations is bounded; the latter is ensured by
exploiting the guarantees offered by SEDF.

We begin our discussion by defining the goal of our scheduler and identifying ways in which it
might achieve it. Following this, we describe various components of our scheduler in detail along
with the considerations that arise for their implementation in the Xen hypervisor.

3.1 Classifying scheduling-induced delays

In a consolidated server, a domain can experience scheduling-induced delays (as was discussed
in Section 1) in its communication activities due to the CPU contention with other co-located do-
mains, includingDomain0. The goal of our CPU scheduler is toreduce the aggregate scheduling-
induced delay for the hosted domains while still providing guarantees on CPU allocations.

With the background presented in Section 2.1 and Figure 3, weidentify three sources of scheduling-
induced delays.

1. Delay at the recipient: This is the duration between when a network packet arrives for
a domain and when it copies this packet from the reception-I/O-ring in Domain0 into its
own address space upon getting scheduled next. This delay can be reduced by scheduling a
domain soon after the reception of a packet for it.

2. Delay at the sender:This is the extra delay, before a domain sends a network packet (on its
virtual NIC), induced by the hypervisor scheduling other domains in between, compared to
running this domain in isolation. Notice that unlike reception, sending a packet is an event
that can only be anticipated. This delay can be reduced by anticipating when a domain would
be ready to send a packet and scheduling it close to that time.

2We use the termdomainto denote a guest domain as well as thetier hosted within it henceforth; we will use the
term tier only when a distinction is necessary.
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3. Delay associated with the scheduling ofDomain0: This is either (i) the duration between
a packet reception at the physical network interface and when Domain0copies it into the
address space of the domain the packet was addressed to or (ii) the duration between when
a domain copies a packet into the transmit-I/O ring ofDomain0and whenDomain0gets
scheduled next to actually send it over the network interface. These delays can be reduced
by (i) schedulingDomain0soon after a packet reception for a domain occurs and (ii) soon
after a domain does a send operation over its virtual networkinterface, respectively.

With these intuitions, we now consider ways to reduce each ofthese three kinds of delays in detail.
Figure 4 presents examples of these delays for a two-tiered TPCW application with a Java tier and
a database tier hosted on a separate physical machine. Here,delaysd3 andd6 are of type1, while
delaysd1, d2, d4, andd5 are of type3.

3.2 Preferential scheduling of recipient

Scheduling a domain close to the reception of a packet for it is easy to achieve in theory, since
this is a purely reactive act. However, we would like to devise a general approach that can choose
between multiple recipient domains.Which domain should be chosen out of multiple recipients?A
naturally appealing heuristic is one that picks the domain that is likely to experience the most over-
all reduction in scheduling-induced delay, that is, the domain that has received the most number of
packets.

It should be pointed out that our approach does not cause a domain receiving high-intensity
traffic to starve other domains. Since we ensure that our algorithm continues to provide the reser-
vations guaranteed by the default SEDF, such a domain will only be preferentially chosen so long
as it has received less than itsslicefor the ongoingperiod. The expected outcome of this approach
is to delay the scheduling of non-recipient domains in favorof the recipients. The resulting un-
fairness in CPU allocations is limited to durations smaller than aperiod. We leave thisperiodas a
tunable parameter for the platform administrator to choose.
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Implementation considerations: In Xen, each domain is given a page that it shares with the hy-
pervisor. We use these pages to maintain various I/O relatedstatistics needed by our scheduler and
call thesebook-keeping pages. For keeping track of the number of packets received and waiting
within Domain0, we introducenetwork-reception-intensityvariables, one for each domain, stored
in the book-keeping page ofDomain0. These variables are initialized to zero upon domain start up
by the hypervisor. Subsequently, these variables are updated as follows. WheneverDomain0runs
(we will describe when this happens momentarily), the netback driver figures out which domains
have received packets since the last timeDomain0was de-scheduled and uses the page-flip mech-
anism to copy pages containing them to the appropriate domains. It then uses the number of pages
flipped with each domain as an indicator of the number of packets 3 received by that domain and
increments thenetwork-reception-intensityvariable of the corresponding recipient domain in the
book-keeping page ofDomain0. Whenever a recipient domain runs next, its netfront driver pro-
cesses some (or all) of the packets received by it (as described in Section 2), maintaining a count
of the number of packets processed in its own book-keeping page. Finally, when this domain is
de-scheduled, the hypervisor reads this count and decrements thenetwork-reception-intensityvari-
able for the domain to reflect its pending value (this is in thebook-keeping page ofDomain0). See
Figure 5 for a concise illustration of this.

3.3 Anticipatory scheduling of sender

As noted earlier, reducing the delay at a sender domain requires us toanticipatewhen this domain
would have data to send next. Consequently, the efficacy of this approach is intimately dependent
on how well the scheduler can predict such an event for a domain. While it is certainly tempting to
try sophisticated prediction techniques, we take a simple low-overhead approach in this paper. We
use a simplelast-value-likeprediction in which we use the number of packets sent by a domain
during its last transmission as a predictor of the number of packets that it would transmit the next
time it is ready to send. We use the duration∆tx between the last two transmission operations
(note that any such event may involve the transmission of multiple packets) by a domain (call
these time instantsTtx andTtx−1 respectively,tx is the number of transmission events since some
milestone, such as a domain start up) as a predictor of the duration over which the domain is likely
to indulge in a transmission again (i.e., [Ttx, Ttx + ∆tx]). Similar to our approach for reducing
the scheduling-induced delay at a sender, when multiple domains are anticipated to transmit, we
could choose to schedule the one that is expected to transmitthe most packets. Also, the fairness
embedded in our algorithm will limit the negative impact of any short-term unfairness caused by
anticipatory scheduling of sender domains to durations less than aperiod.

Implementation considerations: We introduce an additional variable calledactual-network-transmit-
intensityin the book-keeping page of each guest domain. These variables are initialized to zero
at domain start up and updated as follows. When a guest domain transmits a network packet, the
netfront driver of the domain copies it to its transmit-I/O-ring, which it shares withDomain0, and
increments theactual-network-transmit-intensityin its book-keeping page by one. Additionally,
we introduce aanticipated-network-transmit-intensityvariable for each guest domain in the book-

3This works accurately for default Xen where each packet (Ethernet frame) gets an entire page [6] regardless of its
size. This becomes an estimate in some optimized versions ofXen [33].
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keeping page ofDomain0, also initialized to zero at domain start up. Whenever a guestdomain is
de-scheduled, the hypervisor adds the value of itsactual-network-transmit-intensityvariable to the
correspondinganticipated-network-transmit-intensityvariable inDomain0’s book-keeping page.

3.4 Scheduling of Domain0

As depicted in Figures 3(a) and (b),Domain0has a crucial role in ensuring the timely delivery
of received packets to domains as well as transmitting the packets sent by them (over their virtual
network interfaces) on the physical interface. By default, the Xen scheduler employs a high reser-
vation of (15 msec,20 msec) forDomain0to ensure its prompt scheduling. Additionally, we would
like to preferentially scheduleDomain0at times when it is likely to be on the critical path as far
as our goal of minimizing scheduling-induced delays is concerned. We extend our basic approach
of scheduling the domain likely to reduce the delays for mostpackets to includeDomain0as well.
To achieve this, we identify two kinds of packets that would be processed whenDomain0gets
scheduled: (i) packets written by guest domains to their virtual NICs and (ii) packets received for
delivery to domains and waiting in their reception-I/O-ring within Domain0.

We are now ready to answer the general question that our scheduler must address, namely,
which domain among possibly multiple runnable domains - Domain0, recipient domains, and (an-
ticipated) sender domains - should be scheduled?We propose a “greedy” approach which picks
the domainD that satisfies the following two conditions.

� Respect Reservations:SchedulingD would not violate the CPU reservations of any of the
domains.

� Minimize Delays:SchedulingD will help reduce the scheduling-induced delay for themost
packets. This is the greedy aspect of our algorithm that was mentioned above.

Implementation considerations: When a packet arrives at the NIC card for any domain, an in-
terrupt is delivered to the hypervisor which increments thenetwork-reception-intensityvariable of
Domain0by 1 in the book-keeping page ofDomain0. Notice the difference in how thenetwork-
reception-intensityfor Domain0 is incremented compared to those for the guest domains. Ad-
ditionally, whenever a guest domain is de-scheduled, the hypervisor increments thenetwork-
transmission-intensityfor Domain0by that of this domain (we already described how this quantity
is updated). It should be clear by now that this update occursin the book-keeping page ofDo-
main0. As with other variables,network-reception-intensityandnetwork-transmission-intensity
for Domain0are initialized to zero when it starts.

Having explained these book-keeping activities, we now describe how the scheduler uses them
in its decision-making. Whenever the scheduler is invoked, it simply examines the book-keeping
page ofDomain0. Notice how all the I/O statistics needed by our scheduler, maintained in vari-
ous book-keeping pages, eventually get propagated to this page due to the mechanisms described
above. Our scheduler picks the domain with the highestnetwork intensity, which is the sum of:
(i) network-reception-intensityandanticipated-network-transmission-intensityfor guest domains
and (ii) network-reception-intensityandanticipated-network-transmission-intensityfor Domain0.
Figure 5 presents an example to help understand the overall implementation of the scheduler.
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3.5 Salient features and alternatives

We now present some salient features of our algorithm and discuss some alternate design choices.

Fairness issues: There are two facets of fair CPU allocation in a consolidated server in our VHP.
First, we require our scheduler to guarantee that each domain receives at least its specifiedslice
during everyperiod. It is easy to see that our algorithm meets this requirement.The condition
Respect Reservationsdescribed earlier ensures that our algorithm changes only the scheduling
order of domains within aperiod; the CPU allocations provided to each domain within aperiod
remain the same as in the default SEDF algorithm.

The second aspect of fairness is concerned with accounting of the CPU costs that are incurred
in a VHP for virtualizing the I/O activities of hosted domains. We motivate and address this issue
in Section 4.

Co-ordinated scheduling and other benefits: The goal of our algorithm is reminiscent of that of
the gang scheduling and co-scheduling algorithms developed in the parallel/distributed systems lit-
erature. In particular, like implicit co-scheduling algorithms, it is expected to achieve co-ordinated
scheduling of various communicating tiers of a multi-tier application. We compare our work with
this body of research in more detail in Section 6. Being completely distributed imparts our al-
gorithm the usual merits associated with such a design, including the lack of high-overhead and
complex global synchronization mechanisms, the absence ofa single point of failures, and the
potential to be highly scalable.

A side-effect of our design is the preferential scheduling of I/O-intensive domains near the be-
ginning of aperiod. This is likely to have the beneficial effect of reducing the number of domain
context-switches in a consolidated server with the corresponding improvement in efficiency due to
fewer address space changes (and associated cache pollution and TLB flushes). We experimentally
demonstrate a scenario where such benefits are evident in Section 5.
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Alternative design choices A possible pitfall of our approach arises from the fact that it acts
based solely onimmediatereception/transmission intensity. For instance, it preferentially sched-
ules a domain receiving high-intensity traffic even if another domain had received packets earlier.
Such behavior can result in deviations from the goal of the algorithm which is to minimize the sum
of scheduling-induced delays. Alternative approaches that incorporate the time that the packets in-
tended for a domain have been waiting in the reception-I/O-ring of a domain also into scheduling
decisions are certainly possible. We treat these as outsidethe scope of our current investigation
and intend to evaluate them in our future work. A key issue to appreciate here is that the CPU
reservation guarantees offered by SEDF that our algorithm continues to provide ensure that a do-
main receiving high-intensity traffic would not induce an unbounded delay in the scheduling of
other domains since it can be preferentially scheduled onlyas long as it has used less than itsslice
within the ongoingperiod.

4 Accounting of I/O-Virtualization Overheads

When I/O-intensive tiers are consolidated onto a server,Domain0is likely to become highly CPU-
intensive. This is analogous to increasing time spent in thekernel mode by a computer when the
overlying applications perform high-intensity I/O. In a VMM such as Xen, most of the function-
ality related to I/O virtualization resides inDomain0. Consequently, a majority of the associated
CPU overhead can be attributed toDomain0. We assume that the CPU activity performed by the
hypervisor is small enough that it does not interfere with the CPU activities or needs of the guest
domains in any discernible way. This has been observed by other researchers [6, 16] and our ex-
perimental evaluation in Section 5 also confirms this. Existing research on operating systems has
identified the necessity to correctly account the aforementioned CPU usage on the part of the ker-
nel to its original sources, namely the applications whose I/O activities are responsible for it [5].
Are similar accounting mechanisms needed in the VMMs in our VHP? We believe the answer is
yes.

To motivate this, let us consider two general kinds of CPU scheduling algorithms that a VHP
may use to provide CPU guarantees to guest domains: proportional-share (PS) [55, 19, 39] and
reservation-based (such as the SEDF algorithm employed by Xen) schedulers [37, 26]. Gener-
ally speaking, as guest domains perform more I/O, the fraction of CPU available to them de-
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creases, since an increasing fraction of it is consumed byDomain0. Consequently, employing a
PS scheduler would clearly result in a shrinkage of the CPU capacity available to an individual
guest domain. An I/O-intensive domain could adversely affect the performance of other domains,
an example of theQoS cross-talkthat some operating systems research has addressed [28].

For reservation-based schedulers like SEDF, that provideabsolutelower bounds on the CPU
allocations for domains, the problem is of a different nature. SinceDomain0is a schedulable entity
similar to other guest domains, these schedulers require a system administrator to assign a lower
bound on its CPU reservation. This automatically reduces thedegree of consolidation that can
be achieved. For example, it is recommended that with the SEDF scheduler,Domain0be given
a reservation of (15 msec,20 msec), implying that the aggregate CPU reservation for the guest
domains can not exceed (5 msec,20 msec)4. As a consequence, a domain with high I/O intensity
can receive a largereffectiveshare of the CPU in the form of the activity performed on its behalf by
Domain0. In case there is residual CPU capacity (due to one or more domains not using its entire
reservation), it is distributed to the backlogged domains in a round-robin fashion, an unsatisfactory
solution in a VHP where hosted applications desire more concrete resource guarantees. In the rest
of this section, we identify the cause of this problem and develop a solution for it.

4.1 Our accounting mechanism

The central problem is that domains that avail of the services of Domain0for their I/O activities
are notchargedfor these services. Ideally, we would like for each guest domain to specify its CPU
reservationincluding the virtualization costs of its I/O needs. Next, we would like to be able to
keep an accurate account of the time spent byDomain0on behalf of each of the guest domains.
As mentioned in Section 3, the first of these requirements is orthogonal to our research. In this
paper, we focus on realizing the second requirement of accounting. Having these two mechanisms
would solve the various problems outlined earlier. First, it would relieve the administrator from
having to separately provision CPU forDomain0, which as argued already, is done in an ad-hoc
fashion. Second, (as a result of the previous point) it wouldallow better consolidation by not
statically tying up a fixed fraction of the CPU capacity forDomain0. Finally, it would help fix the
non-determinism in the scheduler behavior alluded to earlier and achieve more fair and predictable
CPU allocations.

Our approach involves a simple enhancement to our CPU scheduler. After thenth execution
of Domain0(starting the count at, say, system start up), we partition the time it ran during this
execution,dn

0
, into timesdn

0,1, · · · , d
n
0,m spent on behalf of each of them existing guest domains;

dn
0

= Σi=m
i=1

dn
0,i These times are then added to the execution times of the respective guest domains

maintained by the scheduler. The rest of the scheduler remains unmodified. Figure 6(a) illustrates
this. Notice thatDomain0does not have an explicitly specified CPU reservation now. Oural-
gorithm, developed in Section 3, ensures thatDomain0continues to get preferentially scheduled
whenever it is on the critical path for crucial activities such as interrupt processing. By charging
each guest domain in the fashion described above, our scheduler is able to provide guarantees on
the CPU usage of aguest domain and what Domain0 does for itrather than only for the guest
domain and avoid leaving the sharing of CPU at the mercy of the (possibly dynamically chang-

4For the actual implementation of SEDF in Xen, we found this not be strictly true - the aggregate reservation of
guest domains is allowed to exceed (5, 20) while the reservation forDomain0is (15, 20). We implement a check in
SEDF to ensure lower bounds are indeed provided.
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ing) relative I/O-intensities of the hosted guest domains.We next describe specific implementation
details to achieve this accounting in Xen.

4.2 Implementation considerations

A major proportion of the CPU usage ofDomain0originates from the virtualization of network and
disk I/O. We classify I/O into four kinds: network receptions/transmissions and disk reads/writes.
We conduct four separate profiling experiments, one for estimating the CPU overhead of virtual-
izing of each of these four kinds of I/O. In each of these experiments, we record the time spent by
Domain0to perform several instances of the corresponding I/O activity. From this, we estimate the
average time spent byDomain0for virtualizing each activity:δnet−rx, δnet−tx, δdisk−r, andδdisk−w.
The quantitiesdn

0,i are now easily determined by recording the number of page-flips for each type
of I/O for every domain and multiplying these by the appropriateδ∗ values. We introduce variables
in the data structures used by the hypervisor to maintain these counts and change the scheduler
code to update the execution times of the domains as described earlier. Figure 6(b) presents the
gist of our implementation.

5 Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Experimental setup

Our experimental testbed consists of a rack of 36 servers. Each server has dual Xeon 3.4Ghz CPUs
with 2MB of L1 cache, 800MHz Front Side Bus, and 2GB RAM. The machines are connected via
a gigabit Ethernet. Our experimental machines host between8 and 12 domains with each domain
being assigned between 120 to 300MB of RAM depending on its requirement.Domain 0is given
320MB of RAM. The domains and the physical hosts have unique IPs and domains communicate
via bridge networking. All machines are setup to boot eitherFedora Core FC4 (SMP) or Xen 3.0.2.

Server applications: In order to measure improvements in performance and server consolidation
we use two applications: (i) TPC-W-NYU [48], a three-tiered application based on the TPC-W
benchmark for an online bookstore, and (ii) a streaming media server. These simulate the kind of
real world applications that are likely to be hosted in VHPs.Additionally, we use some domains
running CPU-intensive applications for illustrative purposes in some of our experiments.

TPC-W-NYU is a fully J2EE compliant application, designed using the “Session Facade” pat-
tern. Session handling is provided by the Apache Tomcat servlet container. We classify the re-
quests served by this application into three classes based on their service times and denote these as
r1, r2, andr3, respectively. We setup the application using JBoss 3.2.8SP1 [25] as the middle tier
platform and MySql 4.1 [35] for the database tier. We used theworkload generator provided with
TPC-W-NYU to simulate multiple concurrent browser clients accessing the application.

We implement a simple, multi-threaded streaming media server and accompanying client in
Java. Our streaming media server spawns a thread to stream data to each client. The client program
implements a buffer and starts consuming data only when the buffer is filled. If, during a run, the
buffer becomes empty (buffer under-run), the client waits till it fills before continuing consumption.
Each buffer under-run event is seen as a playback discontinuity and performance can be measured
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Figure 7 : Performance improvement for TPC-W.

as a function of how many of these the client experiences while reading streaming data from the
server. By default, each client was assumed to use a buffer of size 8 MB.

5.2 Performance improvements

To measure the performance benefits due to our scheduler, we run several experiments with TPC-
W-NYU under various degrees of consolidation and compare the client response times with those
on default Xen. Recall that in Figure 1, we showed how consolidating the tiers of a TPC-W appli-
cation along with several CPU-intensive guest domains on onephysical host causes the response
times to deteriorate significantly. We present the results of repeating this experiment with our
scheduler in Figure 7. We find that our scheduler is able to co-ordinate the communication events
between the tiers of the TPCW application, helping reduce theaverage and maximum response
times of requests. In particular, for the requests of typer2, there is a 25% improvement in average
response time and almost 50% improvement in the worst-case response time. We also present the
response times offered by a heuristic called low-latency dispatch implemented in Xen to work with
BVT, a PS scheduler, for preferentially scheduling communicating domains. The response time
improvements due to our scheduler are found to be better thanthis.

We next turn to investigating the benefits of communication-aware scheduling for our streaming
media server. We discuss a representative set of experiments. In this discussion, the domain
hosting the media server competes with 7 CPU-intensive domains. Data is streamed to 45 clients
at a constant rate of 3.0 Mbps each over a period of 20 minutes.We measure the number of buffer
under-runs and the cumulative data received at each client.We plot these in Figures 8(a) and (c),
respectively, for default Xen and with our modified scheduler as noted at a representative client.
Whereas with default Xen, a client experiences 11 buffer under-runs on average, our scheduler
reduces this number to 1 on average. Figure 8(c) shows the cumulative data received by the selected
client and depicts the number of times the client experienced discontinuities. Clearly, our scheduler
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Figure 8 : Performance and scalability improvement for streaming media server.

provides much better end-user experience when compared to the default scheduler. Figure 8(b)
plots the CDFs for the transmission times of data units under the two scheduling policies, allowing
us to appreciate the reduction in scheduling-induced delays caused by our scheduler. This graph
shows that the enhanced scheduler enables the server to send95% of its data units under25 msec,
while the default scheduler is able to send 95% of its data units under about2300 msec, a significant
difference in data delivery performance.

Finally, we vary the number of clients and measure their performance to determine any impact
our scheduler might have on the scalability of the streamingserver. The client buffer size was kept
at 6 MB for this set of experiments. Figure 8(d) compares the number of clients for which the
streaming server could support an SLO of at most one playbackdiscontinuity during the delivery
of a movie. As shown, the communication-aware scheduling improved the effective capacity of the
streaming server from 18 clients (when hosted on Xen) to 60 clients (when hosted on the modified
hypervisor).

Next, we conducted experiments to ascertain the relative contributions of the various compo-
nents of our overall scheduling algorithm. Table 1 presentsour observations for the streaming
media server serving 45 clients. We repeated the experimentthrice, each time with a different com-
bination of our optimizations enabled: (i) onlyDomain0related, (ii) only anticipatory scheduling,
and (iii) both of the above. Note that for the streaming server, it is easy to see that the third opti-
mization (recipient related) is not worth pursuing, since all the communication is one-way (that is,
server to clients). We use the average time for a client buffer to under-run as the metric and find that
preferential scheduling ofDomain0is crucial to reduce scheduling-induced delays. Anticipatory
scheduling, while useful, is ineffective unlessDomain0is scheduled to complement it.
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Feature enabled Time to experience a discontinuity (min)
Only Domain0’s reception 14.5

Only anticipation 4
Combination of above two 17

Table 1 : Examination of performance with different combinations of our optimizations enabled.
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Figure 9 : Improved consolidation for TPC-W.

5.3 Improved consolidation

We use the same workload for TPC-W as in the last section. We vary the number of CPU-intensive
domains consolidated with the tiers of TPC-W from 0 onwards. We pick an SLO of the average
response time being 1 sec. Figure 9 shows the results of our experiments.

We find that while with default Xen, we were able to consolidate 4 CPU-intensive domains, with
our modified hypervisor, we were able to add an extra CPU-intensive domain, an improvement of
25% in the resulting consolidation. We have observed similar improvements in consolidation for
different workloads as well as for the streaming media server.

5.4 Evaluation of fairness guarantees

Next, we present another facet of the experiment conducted in Section 5.2 with the streaming
media server handling 45 clients.Did the performance improvement for the streaming media
server upon using our scheduling come at the cost of reduced CPU allocations for the competing
CPU-intensive domains?The results presented in Figure 10 address this fairness issue.

As seen in Figure 10(a), the CPU-intensive domains continue to receive CPU allocations close
to their consumptions on default Xen. There is a decrease of 1% in their allocations and our
algorithm ensures that they continue to receive CPU more thantheir reservations. The accumulated
5-7% CPU stolen from these domains is utilized by the streaming media server andDomain0to
achieve the substantial improvement in performance and scalability that we described earlier (see
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Figure 10 : Fairness in CPU allocation for CPU-intensive domains consolidated with the streaming
media server.

Figure 10(b)).
Similar experiments were conducted for evaluating the fairness of CPU allocations with the

TPC-W application. We present these results in Table 2. The TPC-W was consolidated with 5
CPU-intensive domains and subjected to the standard TPC-W workload as in Section 5.2. We see
that our scheduler is able to match the fairness guarantees provided by default SEDF while im-
proving the performance seen by the clients of TPC-W as described earlier. This is an effective
demonstration of the benefit of communication-aware scheduling - our scheduler is providing es-
sentially the same CPU allocation to TPC-W, but by changing theorder in which CPU is assigned,
significant performance and consolidation gains are being realized.

Metric Domain0 Jboss DB CPU-intensive
Default (mean) 0.65 1.96 4.43 17.58

Default (variance) 0.13 11.57 40.07 3.30
Default (max) 2.41 16.01 15.87 19.08

Modified (mean) 0.65 1.68 4.53 17.89
Modified (variance) 0.17 10.35 48.31 3.38

Modified (max) 2.74 18.18 25.20 19.58

Table 2 : Average CPU utilization (%) for different domains with the default and the modified
schedulers.

5.5 Evaluation of accounting

There are two main problems with the existing mechanism in Xen which can cause unfairness and
inconveniences. First, non-reconciling the time thatDomain0spends on behalf of each hosted
domain can cause a domain without significant I/O activity tounfairly suffer. This is because the
domain with higher I/O intensity can take a higher CPU fraction (by exercisingDomain0). Second,
the existing mechanism requires the administrator to explicitly specify the required reservation for
Domain0, which needs to be at least as much as the sum of the I/O virtualization needs of the
hosted domains. Our proposed accounting mechanism provides solutions to both these problems.
We account for the time thatDomain0spends on behalf of each guest domain and accordingly
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subtract the required CPU reservation specified by the administrator for these domains. Due to
our charging the time spent byDomain0to domains in proportion to their I/O, a less I/O-intensive
domain is not penalized. Further, one could choose to specify an arbitrarily low value for the initial
reservation ofDomain0and our accounting mechanism would automatically adapt it to the exact
I/O needs of the different domains.

To illustrate these features, we run an experiment under high CPU load conditions (i.e., sum
of CPU reservations is close to 100%) with both TPC-W tiers, thestreaming media server, and a
CPU-intensive domain. The reservation forDomain0is also kept quite low (1.5, 20), relative to
the I/O needs. Table 3 compares the two executions, with and without accounting. Between the
two I/O demanding loads, the media server is much more communication-intensive than TPC-W.
As we can see from the table, the response time for TPC-W is increased three-fold because of this
interference from the media server compared to reducing theutilization of the media server based
on the fraction of timeDomain0spends on its behalf. As we can see from the95th percentile of
CPU utilization, the CPU received by the media server reduced by 6% upon using accounting.
This newly created CPU slack is being distributed toDomain0(whose95th percentile increased
by over 15%) and other domains. This helps to considerably improve the response time of TPC-W
clients while not affecting the media server performance. Note that the cumulative data received
by a representative client of the media server shows no tangible degradation with our accounting.

Accounting? TPC-W Media VMM
(1,20) (4,20) (1.5,20)

Resp-time (ms) 95% CPU Cum. data 95% CPU
No 647 27.70 227MB 14
Yes 213 21.0 226MB 30.68

Table 3 : Demonstration of the working of our accounting mechanism.

5.6 Reduced context switching

In Section 3.5, we have hypothesized that our scheduler may have the beneficial side-effect of
reducing the overall domain context switches by coalescingthe scheduling of communication-
intensive domains towards the beginning of aperiod. We conduct measurements to validate this
using XenMon [23]. For a server hosting our streaming serverwith 7 CPU-intensive domains, we
found that the number of domain context switches were reduced by almost 33% when using our
modified hypervisor compared to default Xen. We postulate that with more communicating tiers
consolidated on this server, we might see a further reduction in the number of context switches.

6 Related Work

Earlier in this paper, we pointed out several aspects of existing research on non-virtualized hosting
platforms that are relevant to the design of a VHP. In this section, we discuss additional existing
research on virtualization, scheduling, and accounting that is closely related to this paper.
Efficient virtualization techniques: As mentioned earlier, virtualization is being actively re-
searched and employed for designing consolidated hosting environments [17, 58, 9]. Consequently,
there have been several prior studies proposing and evaluating novel enhancements to virtualiza-
tion platforms such as Xen and VMware [54, 33, 31]. However, most of this prior work is largely
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restricted to a single VMM hosting multiple applications. Our focus in this work is more on opti-
mizing a pool of these VMMs running on different machines that host multi-tier applications.
Scheduling in parallel systems:The need for co-ordinated scheduling of communicating entities
has been extensively looked at in the context of parallel applications running on tightly coupled
multi-processors (whether it be message-passing or shared-memory systems [11]) as well as clus-
ters. While earlier work attempted this by explicitly performing periodic synchronization [29, 59],
subsequent relaxations explored the possibility of local scheduling at each node based on com-
munication events to achieve similar goals [3, 46, 36, 47, 60]. While the goals of our work are
similar, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to explore these ideas in the domain
of virtualized hosting platforms for multi-tier applications. These applications have unique char-
acteristics including being more loosely coupled than the ones previously studied and tiers with
heterogeneous resource needs. Additionally, VHPs are likely to support substantially higher lev-
els of consolidation/multi-programming at each node than the platforms studied in earlier work.
Finally, over and beyond metrics such as throughout and overall completion time that the tradi-
tional parallel systems try to optimize, VHPs are expected to provide responsiveness and fairness
guarantees as well. Our scheduling and accounting mechanisms attempt to address these multiple
goals.
Accounting in operating systems and VMMs:Existing research has proposed new OS abstrac-
tions and accounting techniques to replace a process as a resource principal [5, 27]. Although our
accounting has similar goals, there are some key differences. Our granularity for accounting is a
domain, and hence much coarser than a resource container/virtual service. As a result, we need
not define a new systems abstraction or present a new API to theprogrammer as is done by re-
source containers. Finally, our accounting technique relies on simple page-flip counts due to all
I/O virtualization in Xen relying on a common way of using thepage-flip mechanism.

In the context of the Xen VMM, two pieces of research are closely related to our work. The first
consists of an empirical study of the CPU usage ofDomain0induced by varying intensities of I/O
activities performed by guest domains [15] and a recent paper that describes a technique to account
this CPU activity to individual domains [22]. The latter paper measures work done bydriver
domains, privileged domains that implement device drivers rather than Domain0 implementing
them, on behalf of guest domains and feeds this information to a modified SEDF scheduler which
maintains a “debt” for guest domains and spreads out the repayment of this debt across several
time-periods. It also implements a control mechanism for driver domains to limit network traffic
and hence enforce CPU allocation for a guest domain.

The second set of ideas that we would like to point out consists of suggestions that we found
in an online discussion by Ian Pratt, one of the developers ofXen [57]. This discussion proposes
to maintain counters in the Xen hypervisor to reflect I/O activity done for guest domains, similar
to our approach, and using this information to augment the CPUscheduler for preventing I/O-
intensive domains from degrading the CPU received by other domains.
Integrated resource management:Our scheduling algorithm is an example of a resource man-
ager that integrates the management of CPU capacity with the usage pattern of another resource,
namely, network bandwidth. Resource managers that employ such co-operation with their coun-
terparts for other resources have been developed in other context. Prior work on gang scheduling
and co-scheduling are examples of integrated management ofCPU and network bandwidth. Sim-
ilarly, research has been conducted on designing memory managers that co-operate with the CPU
scheduler (for example, to help it achieve fair CPU allocations even under memory pressure) both
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in the context of traditional operating systems [10] and VMMs [54].

7 Conclusions

Recent advances in software and architectural support for server virtualization have created inter-
est in using this technology to design cluster-based hosting platforms. In particular, there is a lot
of interest among providers of Internet data centers as wellas administrators of large-scale en-
terprise applications to exploit features of VMMs such as agile migration and secure co-location
of applications for cost-cutting via improved consolidation. We identified two shortcomings in
existing VMMs that prove to be obstacles in the efficient operation of such highly consolidated
virtualization-based hosting platforms (VHPs): (i) CPU schedulers that are agnostic of the com-
munication behavior of modern, multi-tier applications and (ii) inadequate or inaccurate account-
ing of the CPU overheads of I/O virtualization. We developed anew communication-aware CPU
scheduling algorithm and a CPU usage accounting mechanism toaddress these problems. We im-
plemented our algorithms in the Xen VMM and built a prototypeVHP on a cluster of 36 servers.
Using experiments with realistic Internet server applications and benchmarks, we demonstrated the
performance/cost benefits and the wide applicability of ouralgorithms. For example, the TPC-W
benchmark exhibited improvements in average response times in the range 20%-35% for a variety
of consolidation scenarios. A streaming media server hosted on our prototype VHP was able to
satisfactorily service up to3.5 times as many clients as one running on the default Xen. The source
code for our implementation is publicly available.
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